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INTRODUCTION  
Concussion awareness has been one of, if not the most significant development in 
football over the past ten years.  From the professional levels all the way down to the 
youth leagues, coaches have had to shift their focus and many have had to change their 
ways with regard to the teaching and drilling of tackling, as well as, adjusting the 
amount of live or full speed tackling done in practice.  The days of weekly 
hamburger/Oklahoma drill and forty-five minutes of best on best, take ‘em to the 
ground, team time are over.  New practice protocols have limited the amount and types 
of contact currently allowed, cutting back on the time and opportunities to practice, drill 
and get better a tackling.    Good defensive teams are, first and foremost, good tackling 
teams.  To be a good tackling team in the 21st century, teams need be informed, 
organized, and efficient. 
 At Culver Community, our staff has attempted to address the changes 
mentioned in the previous paragraph and still maintain 1) A high level of focus on 
proper tackling technique and 2) a specific emphasis that will vary, week to week, 
depending on the opponent we face.  Head coach of Marian University, Mark 
Hemminger stated at a recent clinic that, “Teams that practice the fundamentals, Win!”  
Culver definitely follows this mantra and we have the two goals to keep our teams 
dialed in on what we feel is THE most important defensive fundamental… tackling. 
 
MAXIMIZING PRACTICE TIME/BEING EFFICIENT 

- Our form tackling drills take place every Tuesday at the end of our dynamic 
warm-up.  The athletes are already in lines and it only takes about two sessions 
for the players to understand how this drill works.  Once implemented, the form 
tackling segment takes less than 5 minutes of practice time 

- Our tackling circuit always occurs on Wednesday, directly after our dynamic 
warm up.  We split our team into 3 defensive groups (LBers, DL, and DBs) and 
they know to get to their position coach to start the tackling circuit.  We 
generally get all athletes through the 3 tackling stations in about 10 minutes. 

- A fifteen minute, per week, investment in emphasizing tackling technique, as 
well as getting several full speed tackling repetitions is a small price to pay for 
benefits we get out of being better tacklers. 

 
SAVING INDIVIDUAL TIME 

- In the past, the teaching and drilling of tackling was often left to position 
coaches, who often had to shoehorn a tackling drill in their limited individual 
time.  By using the new format, the position coaches are still teaching tackling, 
but now have their entire individual time to focus on schemes or other drills 
more specific to the game plan.  By not having to tackle during individual time, 
coaches are allowed to be more flexible with their time, and focus on more 
specific skills.  (Defensive ends and tackles, inside and outside linebackers as well 
as corners and safeties) 



 
SETTING THE TEMPO 

- In addition to maximizing our practice time, the teaching and drilling of tackling 
the way we do also allows us to set the tempo of practice on our two contact 
days. 

- On Tuesdays, when we are teaching our form tackling, we have up to six coaches 
mingling and mixing with our athletes.  Talking, chirping, energizing and 
emphasizing things like head placement, arm strikes, moving feet, etc.  All the 
while we are setting the tone and getting our kids to believe that we are going to 
be the more physical, the tougher, the better tackling team that week. 

- Our Wednesday tackling circuit is always a high energy multi station routine 
where each athlete gets two or three tackling repetitions at each station.  We 
change the drills each week to place emphasis on the opponent’s type of offense 
or specific player that we need to stop that week.  This is the defensive 
coordinators role to come up with the tackling circuit based on the defensive 
theme of the week. 

- We do not tackle to the ground in any drill, everything is in a controlled setting. 
The only time we do go to the ground is with a layout pad.  We want to 
emphasize the fundamentals and eliminate the injuries in practice.   

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



HOW WE DO IT 
- Tuesdays Form “Angle” Tackling –  

1. Have everyone in their Callisthenic lines and a coach at each line. 
2. The first person steps out to be the ball carrier and faces the rest of the 

line approximately 5 yards apart. 
3. The ball carrier has a ball in his right hand to begin. 
4. The Tackler should be in a nice athletic position with his knees bent, feet 

shoulder width apart, upper body in a forward lean position with chin up 
over the toes and his weight on the balls of his feet.   

5. Both the ball carrier and tackler move at a 45-degree angle should meet 
halfway.  The tackler should buzz the feet and make contact with his 
shoulder first while shooting his hands through the ball carrier.  A big 
emphasis we put on this drill is making them drive their feet on contact 
and drive through the ball carrier 2-3 yards without taking him to the 
ground.   

 
Cut Back Drill – Everything is the same as the angle tackle drill except we 
have the ball carriers run sideways until they hear the second whistle and 
then they have to cutback towards the Callisthenic line. This helps the 
defender realize to stay on the ball carrier’s back hip in order to have good 
leverage.    

 

     
 

        Angle Tackle     Cut Back Drill 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



Wednesday’s Tackling Circuit  
TEAM – PIONEER – A team with several fast and physical running backs. 
POINTS OF EMPHASIS  
1. Moving feat on contact and finishing the tackle 
2. Grabbing cloth and accelerating on contact to prevent spinning out of 

tackles. 
3. Rugby/Hawk Tackling – Tackling low the right way. 
4. Taking proper angles to not give up explosive plays. 

 
TACKLING CIRCUIT DRILLS 

A. Angle tackle with layout pad/mat 
1. Points of Emphasis: 

a. Proper tackling form 
b. Full Speed by RB and Tackler 
c. Accelerating through the RB/moving feet 

 

 
Angle Tackle W/ Layout Pad  

 
NOTES: 

1. Running back can carry ball in opposite arm and/or have a hand or forearm 
shield on the near arm. 

2. On the coach’s command, the RB runs, FULL SPEED, in front of the pad. 
3. The defensive player tracks the RB and executes a full speed tackle, finishing on 

the layout mat. 
4. Coach stands on the opposite corner of the pad where he can observe head 

placement, arm strike and feet.  Standing here also prevents players from 
overrunning the mat. 

5. If there is time, run the drill from the opposite side as well. 
 
 
 
 
 



B. Hit and Spin Tackle 
1. Points of Emphasis: 

a. Proper tackling form 
b. Moving feet on contact 
c. Grabbing cloth/feeling the spin and adjusting. 

 

 
 
 
 
 
NOTES: 

1. Run drill at THUD TEMPO, 75% speed. 
2. On coach’s command, RB runs to the inside of the cone with a ball in the 

outside arm. 
3. On, or just prior to contact, RB should plant outside foot and spin his body to 

the inside 
4. If RB cannot spin well, have him cut back instead. 
5. Tackler must execute a good form tackle and then adjust to the spinning ball 

carrier by grabbing cloth and moving feet. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



C. Hawk tackling. 
1. Points of Emphasis 

a. Shoulder and head position 
b. Squeeze the Knees 
c. Finishing the tackle – Drive and roll 

 

 
 
CONCLUSION 
The times they are changing……. In a changing football culture, coaches must improvise, 
adapt and overcome when it comes to tackling.   Doing it the way we always have done 
it is no longer an option.  We feel that with a little forethought, planning and willing 
coaches, there is still a way to do the proper fundamentals while minimizing the risk to 
our athletes as well as maximizing our practice time. 


